Newsletter – 2017

Please note, always check which amenities will be open throughout the season

Great news: Our new development of brand new holiday homes for sale has commenced in our
Mullion field. We still have second hand Willerby Rio’s which Keith is doing amazing deals, cheaper
than anyone in this area. It could be worth thinking about. Give us a ring for more details or keep any
eye on our website for latest deals.
If you do like what you see on our website and like what you read. We have a brand-new internet booking system, quick
and easy. Of course, please feel free to ring me too.
SKATEPARK and Indoor Heated Swimming pool is FREE. Both of which went down extremely well for everyone one.
This August, weather permitting, we will be choosing certain nights when the Skate park will be open until 11pm Floodlit
too. This was tested in August and everyone agreed that it was brilliant, parents knew where their children were and
the kids were tired and worn out by the time they got back to their pitches. Everyone’s a winner.
Again this year, Pitch sizes, new customers were amazed at the size of them. Keep in mind there’s no need to go to a
Premium B or an All-Weather Service pitch to have big pitches, these pitches are massive but the Regular Pitch are huge
too. This may save you a few pennies. AND WE DON’T FLOOD
DOGS/FAMILY FUN. The Lamorna and the Holding field (overnight field when travelling after midnight), acres of land to
let your dog run free
Again in 2016, many customers found the storage invaluable. We charge £7.00 per week, I would need a spare set of
keys and you would need to fill in a British Holiday Homes Association storage agreement form, very easy.
Points to remember:
Always ensure when you choose your pitch what toilet blocks will be open, especially at the end of the
August month. The Penwith Toilet block is the first block to open and last one to close within the season (we
have 4 toilet/shower blocks in total).
Wi-Fi is free but we cannot guarantee connectivity as speeds may vary due to limited bandwidth.
We are hoping to franchise the restaurant and shop, if this does happen, the shop will remain in the reception
and outside catering will take care of hungry bellies. For those not aware, we are a 10 min walk to the garden
centre at Goonhavern which has a brilliant restaurant called the Bay Tree and further up the road you have the
shop “Londis” which is run by Claire and the New Inn Pub on the corner also allows dogs and has a great
restaurant, all within walking distance. Having another choice to drink or eat within walking distance is not a
bad thing. Talking about dogs, many people wanted to bring their dogs into the Cottage Inn, here is the reason
why we don’t - On one particular day in August we had 254 dogs booked on to the park. If even a small
measure of that amount being allowed in the Cottage in wouldn’t bode very well for the campers who are
scared of dogs and also, not all dogs are friendly albeit to humans or to other dogs and it does not bare thinking
about if nature calls unexpectedly for our four legged friends.
Bins: These are situated as you enter Newperran on the left hand side sign posted recycling area. There are no
bins anywhere else on the park. Reason for this, many years ago, a privately owned company would leave 2
huge bins in each field. When these bins were full and I mean overflowing, the mess, smell, wasps, flies, not
counting the sea gulls and at the night time, the wildlife, these bins had the fields in a right mess and most
importantly, dangerous, one child has his heal cut from an open sardine tin. We were totally beholding to the
private company to remove and replace each bin when they could. We decided to take the bins away and
replace a few around and about, unfortunately, the bins ended up over flowing again no matter how many times

we checked them, and we were back to square one, smell, mess etc., therefore we moved the bins to one main
area. Hence, park lovely and clean and safe.

Ice Blocks: Please don’t bring your own unless you bought them here so they are like for like. There is a charge,
60p per block to freeze. We used to have a free service, two chest freezers but good ice blocks were getting
stolen because not everyone would seek for their own ice blocks underneath. These chest freezers were not
shutting properly because too many were getting shoved in and therefore the freezers were defrosting. There
were many a disgruntled customer at my reception and it could get like a war zone. The last straw for me was
when this particular lady who I must have told her to put her dog on the lead many times, the night before her
departure, I seen her on the night camera’s when I checked the camera’s the next morning, she had pulled the
plug out of both freezers and defrosted the lot. So now you buy the blocks off us for £1.50 and the refreeze as I
said earlier is 60p. Oh, la la, what trouble could be caused by a defrosted ice block. Beirut comes to mind.

For those of you interested and have joined in, this year, Keith and I are very excited to announce our own naturist event
once again for 2017 “Get Naked” at Newperran will be on Saturday 24th June to Saturday 1 July 2017. Please ring for
more details or see the website www.natcorn.org.uk. This is our 9th year holding such an event.
Please ring me or Keith for any honest advice to help ensure Newperran is right for you and your family or if you’re not
sure of anything above or if I have missed anything you feel is important to you.
We have had good reports on Pitch up.com if you wanted to read through.
As always, thanks to everyone who came in 2016 and hope to talk to you and see you all again soon in 2017.
Christine & Keith

